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AbstractWe report the results of testing the performance of a new, e�cient, and highly general-purpose parallel optimization method based upon simulated annealing. This optimizationalgorithm was applied to analyze the network of interacting genes that control embryonic de-velopment and other fundamental biological processes. We found several sets of algorithmicparameters that lead to optimal parallel e�ciency for up to 100 processors on distributed-memory MIMD architectures. Our strategy contains two major elements. First, we monitorand pool performance statistics obtained simultaneously on all processors. Second, we mixstates at intervals to ensure a Boltzmann distribution of energies. The central scienti�cissue is the inverse problem, the determination of the parameters of a set of nonlinear or-dinary di�erential equations by minimizing the total error between the model behavior andexperimental observations.
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1 IntroductionSimulated annealing (SA) is an e�ective method for the optimization of complex cost func-tions for which heuristic methods do not exist. Its strength is that under appropriate condi-tions it will attain the global extremum of the cost function; its weakness is high computa-tional demand. For this reason it is of great importance to parallelize SA. Previous work inthis area has produced a number of methods that perform well on certain problems, but weare not aware of algorithms that perform well on general applications.In this paper we introduce a new class of algorithms for parallel SA that does not dependon the structure of the optimization problem. We show that one particular implementationof this algorithm is scalable for up to 100 processors at nearly 100% parallel e�ciency.In x2, we discuss the Metropolis method, SA, and the Lam-enhanced SA, and then reviewprevious work and introduce our new approach to parallelizing SA. In x3, we describe ourparticular application, an inverse problem which arises in developmental biology, in whichthe parameters of a set of nonlinear ordinary di�erential equations (ODEs) are determinedfrom time series data by a �tting process. In x4, we present our own approach to the problem,and show the dependence of the performance of our approach on algorithmic parameters.We also introduce an accurate method of measuring the quality of results.Accurate measurement of the quality of results is important for two reasons. First, theevaluation of the performance of a SA algorithm requires good statistics because of thestochastic nature of the algorithm itself. Second, wall clock time reduction in computingis almost always meaningless for measuring the parallel e�ciency of the optimization algo-rithms. A speedy oating point operation done by multiple processors does not guaranteequicker solution of the problem because of possible alteration of convergence behavior by4



parallelization. We show how changes in the quality of the answer computed in parallelcan be compensated for by constructing a function relating the quality of the answer to thenumber of iterations required to obtain it in serial.2 AlgorithmsOur approach involves a sequence of algorithms based upon the Metropolis algorithm [14].First SA [8] was introduced as an optimizationmethod, generalizing the Metropolis algorithmto include variable temperature for escaping from local minima e�ectively. Second, Lam [9]further enhanced SA by adaptively controlling the rate of temperature decrease and the sizeof moves so as to maximize the optimization e�ciency. Third, we have parallelized Lam'sversion of SA. As is well known, SA is di�cult to parallelize due to its intrinsic serial natureand direct parallelization of the Metropolis algorithm will not be scalable. Our approachinvolves strategies of pooling statistics of both state and algorithm parameters, while stirringthe system.Now, we will describe the Metropolis algorithm, the SA, and our parallelization.2.1 The Metropolis methodThe well-known Metropolis algorithm is a method of sampling a Boltzmann distribution.A system with energy Eold is provisionally perturbed into a new state with energy Enew.Such a perturbation is called a \move". If Enew < Eold the new state is accepted, and ifEnew > Eold the new state is accepted with probability / exp((Enew � Eold)=T ), where T isthe temperature. If the new state is not accepted, the system remains in the old state. Thisalgorithm tends to transform any distribution into a Boltzmann distribution and maintains5
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a pre-existing Boltzmann distribution [14].The original purpose of this algorithm was to perform ensemble calculations numerically.Although an ensemble typically has an in�nite number of members and traditionally wasused for analytical calculations, the advent of computing machinery has led to the popularityof making ensemble calculations by Monte Carlo methods such as the Metropolis algorithm.In these methods, the ensemble is sampled and placed in computer storage. The ensembleis stored as a very large array of structures, each containing the values of the microscopicand macroscopic variables for that particular ensemble member.The utility of an ensemble stems from the fact that an appropriate average for somequantity over the ensemble will give the same result as taking a time average over observationswith a physical measuring device|the \ergodic property". We note that the Metropolisalgorithm itself can be thought of as an application of ergodicity, in the sense that an averageover Metropolis samples gives the same result as either an ensemble average or a physicalmeasurement. Although the Metropolis algorithm has its own internal sense of time, in termsof a current state that may or may not be replaced by a proposed new state, that successionof states cannot be identi�ed with the succession of states in an actual physical system. Theergodic nature of the Metropolis Algorithm suggests the basic strategy of parallelizing SAdiscussed throughout this paper.2.2 Simulated annealingSA was �rst introduced as an optimization method by Kirkpatrick et al [8] using a metaphorfrom statistical physics. SA generalizes the Metropolis algorithm by allowing the tempera-ture parameter to change. This temperature is usually lowered slowly during the annealing6
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process. The precise rate of change of the temperature, or the annealing schedule, is themost essential part of SA as it determines the performance of the algorithm. A high coolingrate leads to poor results because of lack of representative states, while a low cooling ratefails to produce results in a practical amount of time.A number of annealing schedules have been used, of which the three most important arecalled logarithmic, Cauchy, and exponential [3]. It has been proved that SA will convergeto the global minimum of the cost function if temperature changes are governed by thelogarithmic schedule, in which the temperature Tk at step k is given by Tk = T0= lnk [4, 3].These proofs use moves drawn from a Gaussian distribution. A faster schedule in whichTk = T0=k was shown to converge to the global minimum when moves are drawn from aCauchy distribution [22], and this schedule is known as the Cauchy schedule. It is sometimescalled \fast simulated annealing". Even faster is the exponential, or geometric, schedulewhere Tk = T0e�ck. To our knowledge, no rigorous proof of the convergence of this scheduleto the global optimum has been made, although good heuristic arguments for its convergencehave been made for a system in which annealing state variables are bounded [7].The severe computational requirements of SA mean that an exponential schedule is re-quired for practical computation. Convergence behavior must be assessed numerically. Inthese computations there is often little prior knowledge of the properties of the cost function,a fact with two important consequences. First, it is usually necessary to choose a move gen-eration function in a problem dependent manner. This contrasts to proofs of convergence,where the move generation function is essentially chosen in a schedule dependent manner.Second, the lack of prior knowledge of cost function properties can be compensated for byusing information about the cost function obtained during the annealing run itself. Schedules7



that make use of such information are called \adaptive schedules". Such schedules adjustthe rate of temperature decrease based on the partial derivatives of the cost function at asingle point [7] or on its statistical properties [1, 6]. Of particular importance is the adaptiveschedule of Lam.2.3 The Lam scheduleThe Lam schedule [9, 10] was derived by optimizing the rate at which temperature can bedecreased subject to the constraint of maintaining quasi-equilibrium. It di�ers from otheradaptive schedules in that it explicitly takes into account the e�ect of move generationstrategies, and provides an adaptive recipe for their control. The Lam schedule is not widelyknown, and its key features are reviewed below.The Lam schedule is an adaptive exponential schedule given by the formulask+1 = sk + � 1�(sk)! 1s2k�2(sk)! 4�0(sk)(1� �0(sk))2(2� �0(sk))2 ! ; (1)where sk = 1=Tk, and Tk is the temperature at the kth evaluation of the cost function E.�(sk) is the variance of E at this step, and �0(sk) is the acceptance ratio; that is, the ratioof accepted to attempted moves. The four factors play the following roles.1. � is a quality factor. Making � smaller increases the quality of the answer but alsoincreases the computation time.2. � 1�(sk)� measures the distance of the system from quasi-equilibrium.3. � 1s2k�2(sk)� is the inverse of the statistical speci�c heat, which depends on the variance[8]. 8



4. �4�0(sk)(1��0(sk))2(2��0(sk))2 � is equal to �22 , where �2 is the variance of the average energy changeduring a move. It is a measure of how e�ectively the state space is sampled, and wasfound to be at a maximum value when �0 � 0:44.Lam supplies a set of statistical estimators for �(sk) and the average energy E(sk). Theseestimators are computed from averages taken at two scales. The energy and variance areaveraged every � moves, where � is an empirical algorithm parameter on the order of 100 to1000. These averaged energies are in turn averaged in an annealing-time decaying runningaverage, the time constants of which are set by the user. The running average is usefulin reducing errors in � due to autocorrelation in the SA process. The dependence of theestimated energy and variance on temperature is found by a �t to the probability densityfunction modeled by a local gamma distribution. Thus, the estimated �s is used to lowerthe temperature at each step according to Eq. (1).2.4 ParallelizationThe original Metropolis algorithm [14] from which most SA algorithms are derived serializesa parallel physical process, i.e., computing ensembles. In the Metropolis algorithm, a newstate always depends on one or more previous states plus one or more random variables.This serial nature of SA is an inherent distraction to parallelization. Much previous workin parallelizing SA did not consider this underlying physical metaphor but attempts toparallelize by dividing state variables or by multiple moves on the same variable amongprocessors [5].The most successful scalable method, known as asynchronous parallelization, can lead to9



acceptable speedup. For cost functions that are loosely coupled, i.e.,E(x1; : : : ; xi; : : : ; xn) � E(x1) + � � �+ E(xi) + � � �+ E(xn); (2)each processor receives a copy of the state (x1; : : : ; xi; : : : ; xn). Each processor j then executesthe Metropolis algorithm, altering a range of state variables xj; xj+1; : : : xj+m. Node j usesunchanged values of xi for i < j and i > j+m while these state variables are being altered byother processors. The state information of each processor will become increasingly erroneousas this takes place, but after some number of iterations the processors pool their new valuesof xi and then dispatch them anew for further annealing. This method can give good parallelspeedup, but only if (2) is satis�ed. For cost functions without such properties, the algorithmcan show catastrophic divergence [13].Our approach is to take the notion of the Metropolis algorithm as a convenient wayof generating ensemble samples on a serial computer and extend it by considering howto generate ensemble samples on a parallel computer, while being careful to maintain theBoltzmann distribution as the temperature is lowered. The essential ideas are very simple. ABoltzmann distribution can be sampled in parallel by a set of processors which all execute theMetropolis algorithm using independent Markov chains. Averages over macroscopic variablesare performed by pooling statistics obtained from all processors. As the temperature islowered, from time to time mixing occurs during which each processor chooses a pre-existingstate of energy Es with probability / exp(Es=T ). The detail of this procedure are given inx4.1.2.The idea of mixing and selecting states has been used in some related work. The systolicalgorithm of Aarts at al. makes a series of pairwise state selections according to the Boltz-mann distribution [2], and achieved 75% parallel e�ciency on 8 processors. Roussel-Ragot10



and Dreyfus have reported a method designed to maintain the Boltzmann distribution inparallel in which all processors synchronously make a move from a common state and one ofthe accepted moves is randomly chosen as the new common state [20]. If no moves are ac-cepted, the process repeats until a new state is accepted by one processor. If move generationis not adaptively controlled then typically acceptance rates are high at high temperaturesand low at low temperatures, so this algorithm can produce good speedup at low temper-atures. However, the same e�ciency increase can be had in serial by adaptive control ofmove size. More recently, Slezak was able to obtain 50% parallel e�ciency on 40 processorsusing a mixing method in which the state of the lowest energy processor is copied to allprocessors [21]. None of these methods use all-to-all Boltzmann mixing, however, nor arethey parallelizations of an adaptive serial algorithm.Our algorithm for parallel SA does not depend on any special properties of the costfunction. The algorithm was developed to solve a particular inverse problem arising indevelopmental biology, in which the parameters of a set of nonlinear ODEs are determinedfrom time series data by a �tting process. This problem has proved refractory to many ofthe common annealing schedules because the state variables for the optimization have widelydi�ering characteristic scales. Hence the problem requires the Lam schedule for solutions inserial. Furthermore, the cost function associated with this problem is completely inseparable,and asynchronous SA fails to converge. Therefore, we need to parallelize the Lam scheduleto solve this problem.
11



3 The inverse problem in gene circuitsA set of techniques, called \gene circuits", has been developed for analyzing gene networks[15, 17, 18, 19]. The gene circuit method takes gene expression data as input and computes aregulatory circuit as output. We represent a circuit by the elements T ab of a matrix, each oneof which characterizes the regulatory e�ect of one gene on another by a single real numberfor each possible pair a and b. Thus if T ab is positive gene b activates gene a; if it is negativegene b represses gene a, and if T ab is zero gene b has no e�ect on gene a. This is the simplestmodel that allows for the possibility that each gene regulates every other gene.3.1 Chemical kinetic equationsThe equations describe a stage of insect development in which the embryo contains only cellnuclei which are not yet separated by cell membranes. Consider a linear array of cell nucleiindexed by i, such that nuclei i+1 and i�1 are the neighbors of nucleus i. Each cell nucleuscontains a copy of a regulatory circuit composed of N genes, and which is determined by anN � N matrix T. (Note that N , n, m, and � refer to quantities in Eq. (3) in this sectiononly.) The concentration of the ath gene product in nucleus i is a function of time, denotedby vai (t). Thendvaidt = Raga( NXb=1T abvbi +mavbcdi + ha) +Da(n)h(vai�1 � vai ) + (vai+1 � vai )i� �avai ; (3)where N is the number of zygotic genes included in the circuit. The �rst term on theright hand side of the equation describes gene regulation and protein synthesis, the seconddescribes exchange of gene products between neighboring cell nuclei, and the third represents12
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the decay of gene products.In (3), T ab is a matrix of genetic regulatory coe�cients. mavbcdi is a bias term aris-ing from the spatially varying but time invariant distribution of a maternally expressedmorphogenetic protein known as Bicoid (Bcd) [12, for a review], where vbcdi is the concen-tration of Bcd protein in nucleus i and ma is the regulatory coe�cient of Bcd acting onzygotic gene a. ga is a \regulation-expression function", which we assume takes the formga(ua) = (1=2)[(u=pu2 + 1) + 1] for all a, where ua = PNb=1 T abvbi +mavbcdi + ha. Ra is themaximum rate of synthesis from gene a, and ha summarizes the e�ect of general transcriptionfactors on gene a. The di�usion parameter Da(n) depends on the number n of cell divisionsthat have taken place, and varies inversely with the square of the distance between nuclei.We assume that the distance between adjacent nuclei is halved after a nuclear division. �ais the decay rate of the product of gene a. Nuclear divisions are incorporated by shuttingdown synthesis during each mitosis, and doubling the number of nuclei.3.2 The cost functionOur cost function is given byE = Xall a, i,t, and genotypesfor whichdata exists
(vai (t)model � vai (t)data)2 +  penaltyterms ! : (4)

which is a function of ODE parameters and the experimental data. This dependence isencoded in the �rst term, which contains the sum of the squared deviation of the solutionsto (3) for each time, gene product, genotype, and nucleus for which data exists. The penalty13



terms limit the search space by adding a very large or (in some cases) in�nite term to theenergy when parameters are outside the search space. Clearly, Eq. (2) is not satis�ed bythis equation.The penalty terms � in Eq. (4) are given byEpenalty = �Ra +��a +�ua;where �Ra and ��a represent search space limits for Ra and �a respectively. When thesesearch space limits were exceeded, the move was rejected without integrating the equations,so this term may be thought of as being zero within the search space and in�nity outside it.The third penalty term is given by
�ua = 8>>>><>>>>: exp(�(Pab(T abvbmax)2 + (mavbcdmax)2 + (ha)2))� 1i� �(Pab(T abvbmax)2 + (mavbcdmax)2 + (ha)2) > 00 otherwise (5)Here vbmax and vbcdmax are the largest values of v for gene a and vbcd found in the dataset.� controls the size of the search space for terms that contribute to ua, since a very largepenalty will arise whenever the argument of the exponential is greater than 1=�. Thus thee�ect of the penalty on ua is to limit the maximum saturation of u to (1� �).3.3 Serial optimization of the cost functionLam's schedule (1) is not dependent on any particular problem. A problem-speci�c movegeneration scheme must also be supplied. In order to keep the overall acceptance rate closeto 0.44, the move generation scheme must allow for changes in the average size of moves.Increases in the size of proposed moves tend to decrease the acceptance rate, and decreases14



in the move size increase the acceptance rate. Larger moves are less likely to be acceptedat lower temperatures. The net result is that the size of moves decreases slowly duringthe annealing run as the system samples the state space more and more selectively duringconvergence to a global minimum. Here and in previous work move size was controlled bydrawing moves from an exponential distribution with a mean of � i, so that a move consistsof changing xi to xnewi by setting xnewi = xi � � i ln �; (6)where the sign is chosen randomly, and the random number � 2 (0; 1] is drawn from a uni-form distribution. � i is adaptively controlled for each variable by accumulating acceptancestatistics and periodically changing � i by settingln � inew = 3:0(�0 � 0:44) + ln � iold (7)in such a way as to keep the acceptance rate at the desired level of 0:44.The annealing process is initialized by �rst making a large number (10,000 in the workreported here) of moves at a high (T = 1000) initial temperature, discarding all statistics toerase any trace of the initial state, and then performing the same number of moves again togather initial statistics.The annealing procedure is terminated when the average energy after � steps fails tochange by more than a stopping criterion � three times in succession. The need for astopping criterion is characteristic of a problem with continuous variables. In a problemwith discrete variables like the traveling salesman problem (TSP) [11], the annealer wouldstop when the energy became completely �xed|that is, when no further moves are accepted.15



The importance of the Lam schedule to this optimization problem can be summarized bytwo observations. Without the adaptive control of move size, the algorithm fails to convergeto the global minimum. Without the statistical estimators for the variance, convergencetakes about three times as many iterations as when they are used.The reliability of the SA procedure was assessed by assigning parameters randomly,solving the equations, and then using the solutions at a few time-steps as synthetic \data"for the annealing procedure. Accuracy of the algorithm is then assessed by recovery of theoriginal parameters. In this paper we consider a test problem with two genes and eight nuclei.The parameters associated with one gene are �xed, so seven are sought by the annealer. Forthis problem Ra, �a, and Da are recovered to about 0.01% accuracy, T ab and ma to about1%, and ha to about 7%.4 Implementation and performance analysisIn this section we discuss the details of the implementation, how the results were analyzed,and the results themselves.4.1 ImplementationThe two design principles of pooling statistics and periodically mixing states are implementedas follows. This implementation was originally done with the Paragon message passing NXlibrary, and the results described here were obtained with that implementation running on a128-processor Paragon XPS at SUNY-Stony Brook. This machine is a distributed-memoryMIMD architecture with i860 processors. More recently the implementation has been portedto MPI for use on clustered workstations coupled by fast Ethernet.16
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The analysis of performance in our study does not depend on the speci�cs of the particulararchitecture as our focus of the analysis is on the quality of algorithms. Measurement ofparallel e�ciency requires results from serial machines. For our serial performance data, weused workstations with the Alpha 21164 processor, which is about 10 times faster than thei860 in the Paragon.4.1.1 Parallel statisticsThe Lam schedule takes three kinds of averages, of which two are concerned with the currentenergy and variance and the third with the control of move generation. Current energy andits variance is estimated in two stages, in which averages over � steps are in turn averagedwith past averages over � steps with exponentially decaying weights. In the work describedhere, we divide the cost function evaluations required to compute the average over � amongall of the available processors. Following each evaluation of the cost function, each processorlowers its temperature by an amount equal to the change in temperature in the serial casemultiplied by the number of processors, so that the temperature change over � moves is thesame in the parallel and serial cases.We do not parallelize the longer term averages used to estimate the local gamma distri-bution and through it the energy and variance. This approach was chosen as the most directroute to parallelism; it has the advantage that Lam's estimators can be used unchanged,with a synchronous and identical calculation of them taking place in each processor. It hasthe disadvantage of introducing an arti�cial scaling limitation into the parallel algorithmbecause it is not possible to split the job onto more than � processors. In all calculationsreported in this paper, � = 100. 17
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During initialization, the 10,000 moves designed to erase the initial state are performedseparately on each processor. The subsequent set of initial moves designed to collect statisticsare allocated among the processors and performed in parallel. We have not made any attemptto measure the minimum number of iterations required for the initial run of decorrelationmoves, which are not part of the parallel algorithm. For this reason, measurements of thenumber of cost function evaluations N reported below do not include the initial 10,000decorrelation moves, but do include the initial moves used to gather statistics.Statistics on the acceptance rate of proposed moves are calculated in parallel by a straight-forward parallelization of the serial method. In the serial case, acceptance statistics arecalculated over 100 sweeps, where a sweep is de�ned as a cycle of making moves on eachparameter in turn.In the parallel case, each processor independently attempts a move on the same pa-rameter. After one sweep with P processors, P attempted moves have been made on eachparameter among all the processors. After 100 attempted moves on each parameter havebeen performed among all processors (100/P sweeps), acceptance statistics are pooled andan identical calculation of the new average move size is performed in each processor. Movegeneration (see Eq. 6) is problem speci�c, and hence our move generation module sharesalmost no data with the code module responsible for calculating Lam statistics.This fact together with the need to make synchronous and identical calculations of bothLam estimators and acceptance statistics introduces the disadvantage that the number ofprocessors used for the calculation must be a divisor of � .
18



4.1.2 Mixing of statesThe above procedure constitutes a parallelization of the sampling of a Boltzmann distri-bution. Extension to a full parallel SA algorithm requires taking advantage of parallelismto maintain a Boltzmann distribution while the temperature is being lowered. The funda-mental limitation on increasing the rate of cooling in SA is that the Markov chain cannotsample a su�cient number of states in the neighborhood of a given temperature to stay inquasi-equilibrium. The solution to this problem is to allow each processor to sample thestates of other processors. After m repetitions of the loop over � , such that the cost functionhas been evaluated m� times altogether and m�=P times in each processor, a set of syn-chronous messages are passed by which each processor broadcasts its current energy to allother processors. Each processor then randomly chooses a particular target processor, withthe probability of choosing processor n given bye�En=TPm e�Em=T ; (8)and these choices are synchronously shared among processors. At this point each processoris committed to adopting a new state from its particular target processor n, and the newstates are distributed with point-to-point messages.In the absence of an analytical model for this algorithm, the optimal choice of m isan empirical process. Communication is essentially eliminated when m is large. In thecase of small m, favorable states will populate the system so rapidly that state variablesbecome excessively correlated. This correlation will lead to erroneously small estimates ofthe variance which in turn will cause the temperature to be lowered too rapidly, resulting insevere loss of quality of the results. In the sequel, we show that both of these e�ects indeed19



take place, but that suitable choice of m can lead to very high annealing e�ciencies.4.2 Performance and analysisCareful study of the e�ciency of parallel SA encounters di�culty from two sources. First,the stochastic nature of the algorithm requires careful statistical treatment of the results.Second, parallelization can introduce changes in the quality of the �nal results which a�ectthe estimate of the speedup.4.2.1 Average performance with associated errorRepeated annealing runs on the test problem typically gave results that had large variance,about an order of magnitude in both the �nal energy and the number of iterations (N).In performance studies, at least 100 runs were performed under each set of conditions andarithmetic averages were taken over N and the �nal energy E. When error ranges for theseaverages are shown, they were calculated by a bootstrapping (\jackni�ng") procedure [16].Given a set of J �nal states, J samples are drawn randomly from the results without regardto duplication, and averaged. The error shown represents the extrema of the resulting set ofaverages.4.2.2 The serial performance curveIn order to compensate for changes in the quality of the result because of parallelization, itis desirable to know the expected number of serial iterations corresponding to a particularenergy. Then the speedup can be calculated by dividing the number of expected serialiterations at the �nal energy obtained in parallel by the average number of parallel iterations20



required. We �rst must establish the existence of such a serial performance curve for a givencost function.In the application of SA to a classical combinatorial optimization problem such as theTSP, it is easy [10] to construct a curve relating the average �nal energy to the averagenumber of iterations required to attain that energy. Such a curve is obtained by varyingthe overall cooling rate, �. In a system with a continuous state space, the result quality isdetermined not only by �, but also by the stopping criterion, �. This raises the possibilitythat a given �nal energy does not correspond to a unique number of iterations.We characterized the dependence of �nal energy Ef and the number of serial iterationsNs on � and � by an extensive series of numerical runs. At large values of � we noticed abimodal distribution of �nal energies, in which a small proportion of runs �nished with Efsigni�cantly greater than unity, while most runs completed with Ef on the order of 10�3or less. In order to understand this behavior better, we performed a series of quenchingruns, in which the temperature was instantly lowered from the initial equilibration level tozero at the start of annealing. A histogram of the Ef resulting from such a set of runs isshown in the inset to Fig. 1. The resulting distribution is strongly bimodal, with two emptydecades separating a peak around 102 from one at around 10�4. These indicate that thestochastic dynamics of the annealing process is bistable, and we refer to the left hand peakin the inset to Fig. 1 as the \annealed attractor" and the right hand one as the \quenchedattractor". Each contains approximately the same number of points, are clearly separable,and the quenched attractor contains enough points for statistical study.We characterized the behavior of these two attractors further by varying � while holding� = 1. The result is shown in Fig. 1. It indicates that the annealing attractor shows21



decreasing Ef with decreasing �, but that Ef for the quenching attractor remains essentiallyconstant. As � decreases, Ef 's belonging to the quenching attractor become increasingly rare.When � < 3�10�3, the frequency drops to less than 10�3 and becomes undetectable. We havenever seen a representative of the quenching attractor with Ef less than unity, and in all casesfor which averages are shown there was at least an order of magnitude separating membersof the quenching attractor from members of the annealing attractor. For this reason, inthe subsequent results we rejected all Ef > 1 as a member of the quenching attractor.These constituted less than 1% at � = 1� 10�2 and 2 out of about 7800 experimental runsperformed in parallel.We then characterized the dependence of the average Ef andNs of the annealing attractoron � and �, as shown in Fig. 2. Inspection of this �gure shows that the upper right hand sideof the energy/iterations plane is well coordinatized by curves of constant � and �. In thisregion, changing � alters the number of iterations required but has little e�ect on the energy.Similarly alteration of � a�ects the �nal energy but has little e�ect on the required number ofiterations. The lower left hand of the Ef|Ns plane is the region where SA is most e�cient.Curves which approach the lower left hand portion of the plane run into an envelope ofmaximum e�ciency, which constitutes the desired characteristic relationship between energyand serial iterations for e�cient annealing. In particular, note that a trajectory along thisenvelope can be traversed by varying either � or �.Close inspection of Fig. 2 reveals another interesting feature. Decreasing � while hold-ing � = const for most values of � produces an almost vertical trajectory on the Ef|Nsplane which, when it encounters the envelope of maximum e�ciency, traverses the envelopetowards the lower right. Similarly, increasing � while holding � = const for most values22



of � produces an almost horizontal trajectory which, when it encounters the envelope ofmaximum e�ciency, traverses the envelope towards the upper left. The curves for � = 10�1and � = 10�9 provide informative exceptions to this generalization. The � = 10�9 curve ap-proaches the envelope and then leaves it, curling back toward the right. The � = 10�1 curveinitially follows the envelope, but then departs from it and follows a trajectory parallel tobut above the envelope. These two curves describe the edge of a �|� sheet which has beenfolded back on itself and projected on the Ef|Ns plane, with the \envelope" the projectionof the fold.The envelope of maximum annealing e�ciency is in fact the desired serial performancecurve. We note that it contains approximately three log-linear regions, each characterizedby a particular power law dependency. That portion of the envelope corresponding to therange of energies obtained in parallel annealing runs lies approximately on a single linearsegment (boxed), and we constructed a serial performance curve by sampling that regiondensely and �tting to a power law.Fig. 3 shows the result together with the �tting function. Each data point is the averageof 1000 independent annealing runs, with errors determined by bootstrapping as shown. Thedata is well �t by the equationlog10Ns = 8:396379� 0:466807 log10 Ef : (9)With this equation in hand, we know that if a parallel run requires Np iterations to run onp processors and �nishes with a �nal energy Ep, then the speedup S is given byS = Ns(Ep)=Np: (10)We now have all the tools required to analyze the results of parallel annealing runs.23



4.2.3 The parallel algorithm performanceWe performed parallel annealing at a variety of mixing intervals m. In all parallel runs,� = 10�5 and � = 10�3, which causes Ns and Ef to lie on the appropriate part of theserial performance curve. Because the initial set of decorrelating moves is not performed inparallel, we do not count it when evaluating Np. Both Ef and Np varied with m, as shown inTable I which gives the dependence of Ef and Np for 50 processors. Np falls with increasingm until m � 0:5n, whereupon it slowly rises to over 3 times the minimum at m = 500.At small m, Ef is larger than in the serial case and at �rst rises to a value about 4 timeslarger than the serial value at m � 0:4n. As m increases further, Ef gradually decreases,and above m � n becomes less than the serial value. This behavior is generic to all n, butbecomes more pronounced as n increases. n = 50 is shown because studies were made overa larger range of m than n = 100.This interplay of Ef and Np results in sharply peaked S as a function of m, as shown inFig. 4. The decline in Ef with increasing m means that although Np is at a minimum whenm � 0:5n, the speedup S is largest at m � 0:6n. Using this empirical observation to tunethe algorithm, we constructed the speedup curve shown in Fig. 5. This Figure shows thatthe algorithm provides parallel speedup at 100% parallel e�ciency at up to 50 processors,and approximately 80 % e�ciency at 100 processors.5 DiscussionWe have demonstrated that our new SA parallelization approach can lead to nearly 100%parallel e�ciency for optimization problems with a strictly non-separable cost function. Allprior parallelizationmethods including the powerful asynchronous parallel SA fail to converge24



to a solution to this problem. We have neglected the communication costs in our performanceanalysis of sample runs because, in realistic applications of the gene circuit problem the timeof evaluating the cost function is much larger than that for the communication needed forpooling statistics, which makes communication time indeed negligible.We have also characterized the annealing behavior of a particular problem and shownhow to measure parallel e�ciency accurately in optimization problems involving continuoussearch space.In summary, optimization problems can be divided into two groups for parallelizationaccording to the relative costs of computing the cost function versus communication forpooling statistics and mixing states. Group 1 is for problems with large ratio of computationto communication. These problems can be solved using the algorithm presented here.Group 2 is for problems with a lesser or equal ratio of computation to communication suchas the TSP, for which the communication must be done at coarser scale. Good performanceon group 2 problems is largely a matter of tuning the code to perform well on a particularset of hardware in the context of a speci�c problem. Here the challenge does not includethe fundamental method of parallelizing SA. Instead, it is the construction of a new kindof adaptive SA in which communication schedules, as well as temperature schedules, areadaptively determined.Acknowledgements: This work was supported by grant DMS9727177 from the USNSF, by grant RO1-RR7801 from the US NIH and grant N00014-97-1-0422 from the USONR. JR and YD would like to thank D. H. Sharp and R. Peierls for helpful discussions.We thank M. Mezei for helpful comments on the manuscript. This is publication # 260 ofthe Brookdale Center for Molecular and Developmental Biology and SUNYSB-AMS-98-0425
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Figure LegendsFigure 1. Bimodal behavior. This �gure shows the bimodal behavior of the solution Effor given values of algorithm parameter � with algorithm parameter � =1. As shown bythe inserted histogram, for � = 10�8, we see runs producing Ef with mode around 102 andaround 10�4 separated by two empty decades (4 runs fell in the {2 bin). Note that thehistogram uses logarithmic coordinates, while arithmetic averages were performed to obtainthe points on the graph. Hence the modes of the histogram di�er from the plotted means.Figure 2. SA characteristics. The dependence of Lam-enhanced SA's serial performanceon the algorithmic parameters � and �. The solid and dashed lines in this �gure connectsets of annealing runs performed with common values of � and � respectively, as shown.Each point of intersection of a solid and dashed line represents the results of a set of 100annealing runs with the indicated values of � and �. The point is plotted at a location thatindicates the average number of iterations and average �nal energy of that annealing run asshown. The solid and dashed lines are linear interpolations between observed data points.The hollow box shows the region of the Ns|Ef plane plotted at high resolution in Fig. 3.Figure 3. The serial performance curve. The average number of iterations is shown on thevertical axis and average �nal energy is shown on the horizontal axis. Each point is theaverage of 1000 annealing runs, with probable error determined by bootstrapping as shown.The solid line represents the results of a power law �t to this data (see text for coe�cients).Figure 4. Mixing behavior. The mixing interval m is shown logarithmically on thehorizontal axis and the quality-corrected speedup SP with probable error on the verticalaxis. Each curve shows SP as a function of m for the indicated number of processors P .Each point is the average of 100 runs. 30



Figure 5. Speedup. This curve shows the speedup SP with probable error as a function ofthe number of processors P , while keeping the mixing interval at the optimal valuem = 0:6P .
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m Ef � 10�3 N10 2.96078 308420 1.45944 290025 0.918273 294230 0.585394 291135 0.716595 320940 0.661397 343850 0.499726 3706100 0.335584 4870200 0.276520 6591500 0.302882 10070Serial 0.417433 182322Table I: Mixing data for 50 processors. See text for details.
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